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1. What is Trump up to? White House invites GOP
senators to meeting on potential sanctions against Turkey

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://wapo.st/2LYwWIV?tid=ss_tw&utm_term=.c1b7017c03f5

2. Here is the full text of the Senate Resolution Introduced yesterday by two

@SenateGOP @SenRickScottFL and @ToddYoungIN. A powerful appropriate

reaction to Turkey's dictator acting with full knowledge that US sanctions would be

imposed over the S-400 purchase.
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3. Now @POTUS @Trump is asking only @GOP Senators to a Tuesday meeting? It

appears Trump may be trying to stop the sanctions and the GOP are being asked to

help him. But here's why just going to this meeting could be the straw that breaks the

GOP camel's back and results in

4. it losing the Senate in 2020.  

 

Al-Qaeda and ISIS.  

 

It has been established that there are approximately 14,000 committed ISIS & Al-

Qaeda fighters in Idlib and IMO there are several thousand more in Afrin and the

area near Manbij that are currently threatening to attack

5. US Special Operations forces that are all part of Turkey's jihadist force preparing to

invade the free pluralistic and democratic Autonomous Administration of North and

East Syria, commonly referred to as Rojava. The de facto autonomous region in

northeastern Syria

6. the @coalition with the #SDF freed from #ISIS. Erdogan and Turkey's pro

#MuslimBrotherhood Islamist AKP run government and armed forces seek to return

this liberated land to a new Caliphate headed by the Turkish dictator Erdogan. This is

a fact. And an other fact is Trump

7. family receives significant sums of money from the Trump business in Turkey.

Here is Trump in 2015 admitting he has a conflict of interest being President from his

business interests in Turkey.
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/KSvfbc-YokY

via @YouTube

8. A new Syrian civil war is about to break out in Northern Syria brought on by the

jihadist Erdgoan. That war may spread into Turkey and cause a flood of refugees the

likes of which the world has not seen in decades. Trump is going to try to sell our

allies out

9. to his Jihadist pal Erdogan like he did in January an act that forced James Mattis

and Brett McGurk to resign. Trump is kowtowing to his de facto business partner in

Turkey at the risk of US lives in the field and is willing to reestablish ISIS for

@Trump family's

10. 30 pieces of silver. Any @SenateGOP seen complicit in that who is running in

2020 better run indeed. This is betrayal. And the eyes of all American patriots are

watching the GOP and their admitted racist president now add ISIS and Al-Qaeda to

the crimes against our

11. Constitution. This must be the bridge too far and the American people must act to

end the GOP once an for all as a threat to our national security. Any GOP member

who attends this treason meeting should be marked for life as a traitor.

12. If the GOP has to skulk into the darkness to betray our forces to the enemy it's

time the GOP be considered to have joined ISIS & Al-Qaeda and let the voters send

them to oblivion. #ThisIsNotADrill. @SpeakerPelosi @McConnellPress

@SenSchumer @MarkWarner @SenatorBurr @FBIWFO
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